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The role of grain-boundary cementite in bainite formation in high-carbon steels
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Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 2, Delft 2628 CD, the Netherlands

Abstract

Low temperature bainite formation in high-carbon steels leads to highly refined microstructures. However, the rate of bainite formation becomes impractically low as the bainite formation temperature decreases. Thus, it is important to create strategies to accelerate the low-temperature bainite formation kinetics in high-carbon steels. In this work, it is observed that decorating the parent austenite grain boundaries with grain-boundary cementite prior to bainite formation leads to an appreciable acceleration of subsequent bainite formation kinetics due to decrease in activation energy for bainite nucleation at cementite/austenite interfaces.
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Bainite microstructures typically consist of series of bainitic ferrite laths [1–4]. Studies show that the bainitic laths become finer as the transformation temperature decreases [3–5]. Lowering the bainite formation temperature, however, leads to extremely slow bainite formation kinetics, especially in high carbon steels with total transformation times ranging from a few hours to over several days [6,7]. This has prompted researchers to explore strategies for accelerating the low-temperature bainite formation kinetics [6]. Studies show that the rate of bainite formation increases with decreasing parent austenite grain size [18,9]. However, this trend is not universally applicable. Some studies show that the rate of bainite formation increases with increasing parent austenite grain size [10–12]. Other strategies proposed in the literature for the acceleration of bainite formation kinetics include the formation of either grain-boundary ferrite [13,14] or martensite [15,16] prior to bainite formation. The formation of grain-boundary ferrite is thermodynamically not feasible in case of high-carbon steels, rendering the former strategy inapplicable. In the presence of pre-existing martensite, it is observed that the overall time for bainite formation is reduced [15–18]. However, since bainite formation treatment is typically carried out at temperatures higher than the quenching temperature where the initial martensite fraction is formed, an additional heating step is necessary [17,18]. Furthermore, compared to a fully bainitic microstructure, mechanical properties of martensite/bainite microstructures can be different [19,20] if the morphology and distribution of bainite is different from that of the surrounding martensite [19]. In this work, an alternative strategy based on the decoration of austenite grain boundaries with cementite precipitates is proposed for the acceleration of bainite formation kinetics in high-carbon steels. Such a strategy results in an almost fully bainitic microstructure without any additional heat treatment steps. Although networks of grain-boundary cementite can act as crack initiation and propagation sites [1], published results suggest that small isolated regions of grain-boundary cementite are not detrimental to the mechanical properties [21]. In this work, it is observed that a small fraction of isolated cementite precipitates can increase the rate of subsequent bainite formation significantly. The fundamental reasons behind such a trend are discussed in this work.

The composition of the high-carbon steel used in the present work is given in Table 1. The samples were heat treated using a Bähr DIL805A/D dilometer according to the time-temperature parameters given in Fig. 1. It can be observed that the austenitization treatment was carried out at 1000 °C for 5 minutes. Preliminary experimental investigations reveal that such an austenitization treatment is sufficient to dissolve all the carbides present in starting microstructure. Furthermore, the Ast temperature was calculated to be 927 °C based on Thermo-Calc calculations. Bainite formation treatments were carried out directly after austenitization in some samples while in others, an intermediate annealing treatment (IAT) prior to the bainite formation was employed. The IAT temperatures were chosen such that the austenite grain bound-
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Table 1
Chemical composition of the steel used for study (values in wt%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Schematic of heat treatment profiles used for understanding the effect of grain-boundary cementite precipitation on bainite formation kinetics. The heating rate used during the heat treatments is 5 °C/s while the all cooling steps are carried out at ~40 °C/s.

ary will be decorated with a small fraction of cementite based on Thermo-Calc calculations. Bainite formation temperature for all samples was 250 °C. The samples were held at this temperature of 2–3 h. It should also be noted that the experimentally determined $M_S$ temperature is approximately 150 °C. The heat treated samples were studied using optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The kinetics of bainite formation during the different heat treatments are compiled in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), bainite formation as a function of time is represented in terms of length of the sample as a function of time during the isothermal holding at 250 °C. Similar procedure has been previously used in [10,22].

Fig. 2(a) shows that the bainite formation is accelerated when a prior IAT is applied. Moreover, the degree of acceleration of bainite formation can be observed to increase as the IAT temperature decreases. Similarly, the time required for bainite formation at 250 °C also decreases as holding time during IAT increases.

Fig. 2(b) shows the rate of change of the dilatometer sample length as a function of time in sample length during bainite formation at 250 °C after various intermediate annealing conditions. Since the change in length of the sample represents the volume fraction of bainite formed, Fig. 2(b) essentially gives the rate of bainite formation as a function of bainite fraction. It is interesting to see that, although the overall time for bainite formation decreases when an IAT is employed prior to bainite formation, the instantaneous rate of bainite formation as a function of bainite fraction is similar in all cases. This implies that the overall time required of bainite formation after IAT is lower since the onset of bainite formation takes place earlier in time compared to when bainite forms without an IAT. However, after the transformation has begun, the bainite formation rate is similar in all cases.

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained from the microstructural studies. Fig. 3(a) shows that a lower-bainite and martensite/retained austenite microstructure is obtained after a low-temperature bainite formation treatment at 250 °C without any prior IAT. Natural etching used to reveal the microstructure selectively etches bainitic regions while fresh martensite and retained austenite remain unetched. Dilatometry results show that the austenite to bainite transformation is not yet completed during the time frame of the experiment (2–3 h) isothermal holding at 250 °C and the residual austenite partially transforms into martensite upon the final cooling to room temperature. This is evident in the obtained microstructure. Fig. 3(b) and (c) show the resultant microstructure when bainite formation is carried out following IATs for 10 min at 800 °C and 500 °C respectively. These figures also show a lower-bainite and martensite/retained austenite microstructure. Additionally, grain-boundary cementite precipitates are observed at the parent austenite grain boundaries when an IAT is used as indicated in Fig. 3(b) and (c). The fraction of the grain-boundary cementite precipitates is higher when IAT is carried out at 500 °C than at 800 °C.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the grain-boundary cementite formed during the IAT decreases the time required for the onset of bainite formation and leads to faster overall bainite formation kinetics in high carbon steels. Umemoto et al. also reported that cementite precipitation leads to faster bainite formation kinetics in medium carbon steels [23]. However, they did
not indicate if such faster kinetics is the result of earlier onset of bainite formation as seen in this work. Additionally, the fundamental reason behind such a trend is not studied in their work. Nevertheless, understanding the mechanism is essential to effectively use grain-boundary cementite to accelerate bainite formation kinetics. In subsequent paragraphs, the underlying reason behind the decrease in the time required for the onset of bainite formation in the presence of grain-boundary cementite is investigated.

The rate of bainite formation depends on the nucleation kinetics of bainite [24,25] which is determined by the activation energy for the nucleation process [24–31]. The activation energy for bainite nucleation depends on the thermodynamic conditions at nucleation sites. The precipitation of grain-boundary cementite affects the carbon concentration in the vicinity of the cementite/austenite interface. **Fig. 4** shows the distribution of carbon during cementite formation in austenite for various times at 800 °C and 500 °C. The carbon profile was calculated using multi-component diffusion simulations performed with DICTRA. 1-D isothermal holding simulations at 800 °C and 500 °C assuming local equilibrium at the cementite/austenite interface were carried out to replicate the IAT. A simulation cell assuming an initial austenite size of 60 μm (austenite grain size after the austenitization treatment) and a cementite size of 1 mm was used for the simulations. Simulations were carried out in a system with a composition identical to the steel composition given in Table 1 with the exception of Cu since the exceptionally low solubility of Cu [32] in cementite led to convergence problems. Excluding Cu is not expected to affect the results since the concentration of Cu (0.03 wt%) in the steel used in this study is extremely low. Additionally, experimental studies suggest that Cu does not affect the formation of cementite [32] even if present in higher concentrations. Wasyczek et al. suggest that Cu partitions out during cementite formation as ε-Cu precipitates at cementite/austenite interfaces [32]. Published results indicate that the cementite/austenite interface is faceted and ε-Cu precipitates only along the partially coherent and immobile facets of the cementite/austenite interface [32,33]. Thus, ε-Cu precipitation does not impede the migration of mobile regions of cementite/austenite interfaces [32].

**Fig. 4** shows that a higher cementite fraction is formed at 500 °C than at 800 °C. The steep decrease in carbon concentration in **Fig. 4** indicates the position of the cementite/austenite interface, which gives insight into the growth of cementite precipitates during IATs. In DICTRA simulations, the thickness of cementite (**Fig. 4**) in comparison to the overall size of the simulation cell can be interpreted as the fraction of cementite formed. These results are in line with the experimental results which suggest a higher fraction of grain-boundary cementite when the IAT temperature is lower. **Fig. 4** suggests that cementite precipitates continually grow within the time scale of the IATs used in this work. **Fig. 4** also shows that the precipitation of cementite leads to depletion of carbon in the austenite matrix in the vicinity of the cementite/austenite interface. This trend can be explained by the growth of carbon-rich cementite which leads to local decrease in carbon concentration in the vicinity of cementite/austenite interfaces. The activation energy for bainite nucleation depends on the carbon concentration of the austenite matrix and it decreases with decreasing carbon content [29–31]. This implies that the activation energy for bainite nucleation at cementite/austenite interfaces would be lower than the activation energy for bainite nucleation at austenite grain boundaries without grain-boundary cementite. Faster bainite formation with increasing fraction of cementite along the austenite grain boundaries as a result of IAT at 500 °C compared to 800 °C is also consistent with the above discussion.

**Fig. 2(b)** shows that the rate of bainite formation as a function of bainite fraction remains constant regardless of the presence of grain-boundary cementite and the overall acceleration of bainite formation is only due to faster onset of bainite formation as a result of cementite precipitation during the IAT. The displacive and diffusionless theory of bainite formation suggests that bainitic subunits nucleate and grow initially at already existing interfaces (typically austenite grain boundaries [24,34] and in this case, cementite/austenite interfaces as well [8]). This leads to the creation of bainite/austenite interfaces. Bainite formation then continues autocratically at these newly created bainite/austenite interfaces [24,34]. **Fig. 4** shows that the degree of carbon depletion within the austenite matrix decreases as the distance from the cementite/austenite interfaces increases. Thus, the activation energy for autocratic bainite nucleation, which is dependent on the carbon concentration of austenite in the vicinity of bainite/austenite interfaces, would be similar regardless of the presence of grain-boundary cementite during bainite formation. Furthermore, the cementite/austenite interfaces and the austenite grain boundaries only assist in the initiation of bainite formation. Upon the onset, bainite formation only occurs autocratically. This correlates well with **Fig. 2(b)** where the instantaneous rate of bainite formation is similar in the presence and absence of grain-boundary cementite. However, the onset of bainite formation is controlled by the activation energy for bainite nucleation at austenite grain boundaries and cementite/austenite interfaces. In the presence of cementite/austenite interfaces, the activation energy of bainite nucleation at these interfaces is lower and thus, the onset of bainite formation is quicker.

The overall decrease in activation energy of bainite nucleation required to achieve a quicker onset of bainite formation after a given IAT can be estimated by comparing the experimentally
obtained kinetics during various heat treatments. Using the principles of modelling of bainite start curves proposed by Van Bohemen based on displacive and diffusionless mechanism of bainite formation [31], the time required for bainite formation to begin, \( t_s \), at a given temperature can be given as

\[
t_s \propto \frac{1}{\kappa} \quad \text{where} \quad \kappa \propto \exp \left( -\frac{Q}{RT} \right) \tag{1}
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the rate parameter, \( R \) is the universal gas constant, \( T \) is the bainite formation temperature and \( Q \) is the overall activation energy for bainite nucleation at pre-existing interfaces such as austenite grain boundaries and cementite/austenite interfaces [31]. Using Eq. (1), the overall decrease in activation energy for bainite nucleation following a given IAT can be estimated by comparing the \( t_s \) value as a result of the particular IAT to the corresponding value without any IAT using

\[
\frac{t_s^{IAT}}{t_s^{0}} = \exp \left( \frac{Q_0 - Q^{IAT}}{RT} \right) = \exp \left( \frac{\Delta Q^{IAT}}{RT} \right) \tag{2}
\]

where \( t_s^{IAT} \) and \( t_s^{0} \) are the \( t_s \) values following a particular IAT and in the absence of any IAT, respectively. \( Q_0 \) and \( Q^{IAT} \) are the activation energies in the absence of grain-boundary cementite (i.e., no IAT) and when bainite forms in the presence of grain-boundary cementite after a certain IAT, respectively. As indicated in Eq. (2), \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \) is the difference between these activation energies.

In Table 2, the time required to achieve 0.5\( ^\circ \)L change in sample length at 250 \( ^\circ \)C as a result of various IATs is tabulated. It should be noted that overall change in length of the sample as a result bainite formation at 250 \( ^\circ \)C is over 40\( ^\circ \)m. Thus, it can be assumed that a 0.5\( ^\circ \)m change in length of the sample would represent the start of bainite formation (presumably around 1\%). Thus, the times noted in Table 2 give the approximate \( t_s \) values under various conditions. Based on these experimentally obtained values, \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \) can be calculated using Eq. (2) (Table 2). As expected, \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \) increases with the increasing formation of grain-boundary cementite because of decreasing \( Q^{IAT} \). Based on the \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \) values, the expected decrease in the carbon concentration in the vicinity of cementite/austenite interfaces can be calculated as well. The influence of chemical composition of austenite on activation energy for bainite nucleation has been empirically calculated in the literature as

\[
Q_0 = 89x_c + 10x_m + 12x_S + 2x_C + 1x_Ni + 29x_Mo
\tag{3}
\]

where \( Q_0 \) (in [kJ/mol]) is the contribution of the alloying elements to the total activation energy for bainite nucleation and \( x_i \) is concentration of element \( i \) in weight percent [31]. Using Eq. (3) and assuming that formation of grain-boundary cementite only affects the distribution of carbon, the decrease in carbon concentration in the austenite front of the cementite/austenite interface, \( \Delta x_c \), can be calculated as

\[
\Delta x_c = \frac{\Delta Q^{IAT}}{89}
\tag{4}
\]

\( \Delta x_c \) values are also given in Table 2. It should be noted that DICTRA simulations suggest that the cementite forms under negligible-partitioning local equilibrium (NP-LE) regime at the IAT conditions used in this study. Table 2 shows that \( \Delta x_c \) values are lower than the DICTRA-simulated carbon concentration in the vicinity of cementite/austenite interfaces (Fig. 4). This could be attributed to the extent of cementite precipitation. Microstructural studies reveal that the grain-boundary cementite is only precipitated on a portion of prior austenite grain boundaries and rest of prior austenite grain boundaries do not show any grain-boundary cementite. It should be noted that \( \Delta x_c \) is calculated based on \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \), which depends on the activation energy for bainite nucleation at austenite grain boundaries and at cementite/austenite interfaces. DICTRA calculations only give the local decrease in carbon concentration at the cementite/austenite interface. It can be envisaged that if austenite grain boundaries were completely replaced by cementite/austenite interfaces due to extensive cementite precipitation, \( \Delta Q^{IAT} \) and consequently \( \Delta x_c \) would be higher.

Summarizing the above results, it can be concluded that grain-boundary cementite precipitation accelerates the kinetics of bainite formation due to faster onset of bainite formation. Such an acceleration is mainly attributed to the decrease of the activation energy for bainite nucleation at cementite/austenite interfaces which can be achieved even with a small fraction of grain-boundary cementite. In terms of heat treatment design, controlled grain-boundary cementite precipitation can be achieved even during cooling from the austenitization temperature and thus eliminating the necessity of additional heat treatment steps to accelerate the low-temperature bainite formation kinetics in high-carbon steels.
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